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It is always nice to see how the other half lives, take for instance there is the Life of Luxu
This is a TV show which looks at the lives of the Super Rich in which the first episode looks
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Public documents reviewed by The Associated Press document his 48 vis...
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Article Body:
It is always nice to see how the other half lives, take for instance there is the Life of Luxu
This is a TV show which looks at the lives of the Super Rich in which the first episode looks
Tom Delay’s Life of Luxury over the last six years:

Public documents reviewed by The Associated Press document his 48 visits to golf clubs and res
ARCHESTRATUS: THE LIFE OF LUXURY

ARCHESTRATUS was a Sicilian Greek who wrote a poem that was an actual cookbook describing styl

His influences - ingredients, combinations of flavours, techniques - are drawn from a wide Med
The Life of Luxury: Check out the Robb Report: Luxury Homes

The Robb Report features this Beverly Hills house. The owners, a retired industrialist and his
The Life of Luxury’s Most Expensive ZIP Codes

From Beverly Hills to TriBeCa, from notorious enclaves of mansions and lush lawns to little-kn

Many of these neighborhoods are rarified places, of course. They are close to beaches and golf

They have high tax bases, expensive private schools, exclusive restaurants and they are not al
The Life of Luxury; Some Expensive Must-Have Items:

We must be getting richer. Designer items are becoming more and more popular, we are no longer
According to the Federal Reserve, the net wealth of American households hit a high at the end

Rising real estate and stock prices helped push the country’s household net worth up 4% betwee
You can now buy a $67,000 hand-crafted bathtub; Luxury is no longer confined to the affluent.
Sometimes it’s hard to justify spending much more on an item when something considerably less

You can, for instance, buy a watch for $10 and you can buy a watch for $20,000 that offers the

Still, the expensive watches get sold and people are proud to own them. The exclusive maker of

For each bed, workers cover thousands of springs in calico cotton; the damask cases are hand-w
Life of Luxury: living on your own Cruise Ship.

The World is the only private luxury community at sea. It is a Cruise Ship built with apartmen

For sale originally were 106 apartments, 19 studio apartments and 40 studios, with square foot

With the exception of studios, which have more limited amenities, The World’s residential acco

This is a 40,000-ton ship which could easily carry 1,500 passengers but the World Residensea c

The passenger distribution is about 40% Americans, 40% Europeans and 20% from other nations. T

Maintenance charges will cover daily housekeeping service, repairs and replacement of applianc
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